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HERE 4 THE COMMENTS NEWEST FIRST



4 5

I want to invite all the commenters on this page 
to a room and become all your friends.

this reminds me of the time i stay awake with my 
ds under my pillow because i didn't want my mom 
to take it away



6 7

This is so wonderfully eerie- I can only imagine just 
how much it influenced Yume Nikki's music

In the silence between the second song and the third I 
thought the computer was going to say my name



8 9

It's like meeting up in dreams with the imaginary 
friends i've designed in paint 3D, but everything is 
3D designed except me

This song is a long purple road leading to a brown 
horizon. As I travel ahead, I feel uneasy but also 
in awe, as the absolute beauty of life and death 
consume my ego and let me melt in my surroundings. 
I vanish on this road, in the brown horizon.



10 11

I have been searching for years for an artifact to prove 
this unshakable feeling, this lingering suspicion, that 
when we die we simply live our last happy memory 
forever and ever in a painless loop. I can see so clearly 
now, my wife and children around me, holding my 
trembling hand. I can see my old veins and the IV in 
my wrist. I see the florescent lights and the beeping 
heart monitor. It's not so scary, after all, to die in the 
hospital, so long as loving faces hover over you in a 
comforting tearful blur as everything fades.

this sounds like how gummy vitamins taste



12 13

i paused everything after this reminds me that im so freaking lonely gay



14 15

The ghost of your broken, wind-up spider toy from 
when you were five sings one last lullaby. 
Tomorrow is your birthday, and it's getting late.

I have become one with the medicine cabinet.



16

This reminds me of
a day of summer at the sea,
it was raining from the morning,
all was silent
because everyone else
had long before gone home,
wind and lightnings raged;

then, at sunset, all of a sudden
the clouds opened, the rain
became thin and sparse, the sun
was about to plunge in the sea,
the sands glimmered,
the waves' breakers shined;

high in the sky appeared
an astonishing yet melancholic rainbow,
our heart was filled with marvel
and pure joy,
and the recollection itself
of those moments is like a tiny,
yet inestimable pearl...
 

Different days,
Different hours.
-
(Haruomi Hosono - Watering A Flower)

I wrote this cave on the youtube comment section, 
because from cellphone I could open the note while 
watching youtube. Shame on me.

So, yeah.

This sounding is great. I like the way Haruomi Hosono 
interprets sound. I like me like it.

This song opens so many doors that yesterday were 
closed. Its weird! It's strange The cave is listening at 
1 o'clock less, when this room ... hhhh ... write it 
down ... it's exciting.
-
The light of the bathroom lights hacked through the 
glass, and the door was slightly open. Creep out little 
by little. Sweeping each side of the wall; confirms 
every corner of the room.

Gray xenon blue. The shades are almost pitch black.

Every now and then I play lighters; the incandescents 
go hand in hand with low notes coming and going. 
Oh, listen to him coming again. Oh, look at him again.

When the low notes awaited don't come. Dark cover 
slowly creeps. Four bars already; still not too.



19

I am alone.

My feelings eroded out.
-
The album's oath is somehow relatable. EVEN GAADA 
LIRICES !!! The digital file will be searched for 
tomorrow !! It must be on this cellphone. Somehow to 
go far, or write a sabi again.

Somehow, this and the Bergamasque Suite have 
something in common. Factor X.

Maybe this post will be so heavy, because the song that 
was screened from the beginning until the end doesn't 
have the lyrics.

"Where is the song?"
"Is this the song like this? Isn't there a song? "

Ohh, you guys!

You make my life so much more valuable. If there aren't 
any of you, I think it's weird music. If you don't, there
is no one who says my music is weird — more precisely.

You have given more recognition than what I need.

Somehow, when I hear music like this, I keep
saying "weird", I feel recognized. Yea, you've read
it right. Please don't change. #selfacceptance 
#memaafkandiris alone #taikontol #thank you 
#akusayangkaliansemwa

Because I refused to change. I really enjoy listening
to this. Music like this is still so much that I haven't 
explored. There are still a lot of gems that must be dug 
up first and then get them. There are still many puls that 
have been dug up, but must be processed again and can 
only be enjoyed. And i love all the process, yknowme.

If I can keep up with mainstream music today, it means 
that I need some help from you to be a reference. I was 
busy looking for other oddities in the past.

Well, bro.

Want repeat, but need to sleep too.
-
Continue,
Move to notes.

Hehe, yeah hehe.
 Ladies and gentlemen, we are floating in space



20 21

This is what is played when i ate the 13th p&j 
sandwich after my crush rejected me

OCD is dying when listening to this song. It was 
invented to disturb my routine of life, to taunt and 
humilate me. Now it is confronted with an experience 
it has never seen before. It doesn't know what to do, 
is affraid, it wishes this music would stop. But I won't 
switch it off until my OCD cries for the only one who 
can hear it. Me. Then I will replay the song. Over and 
over again. I will watch my OCD vanishing. Not with 
mischievousness but with humble contentment.



2322

This is the song of the Computer in the office back 
room. Outdated, barely used, sitting at his dusty outpost. 
Every night when lights are switched off he starts feeling 
lonely. Conscious nobody knows he has emotions he 
adapted to his fate. He is not sad anymore. Just singing 
into the dark. Contentment rises.

you are 5 years old, you are sitting at the dinner table 
with your family on a warm evening and mother has 
cooked delicious food, your family are happy. today 
you built up the courage to go to the basketball court 
where some of the older children played, and joined 
in. the ball came to you and the other children 
watched, you froze for a second, then looked at the 
hoop and threw...SWISH...the ball went straight in, 
the other kids smiled and laughed, not long after you 
had to go home so as not to be late for dinner, it was 
a golden evening and you kicked an empty soda bottle 
down the street as you made your way home, shadow 
long on the ground in front of you
 



24 25

Takes you to a place that never existed building a bird's nest out of feathers as deer surround 
you with encouraging licks



26 27

this sounds like making it to a planet, far away, 
that habits life, to find that your crew die of heart 
failure. The air is breathable. The water is drinkable.
The future is vague.

This sounds like a moth mourning its brother
on display at a museum a few hours before the 
museum opens



28 29

It's like shopping in a second hand store and finding 
that jacket that seems like it was made just for you 
and when you take it home you see a patch under
the collar and it says "I love you Jimmy. Be warm. 
October,1981".

Thsi music smells pretty bright on my fingertips.



30 31

Everything will be okay. as a boy my stepdad, mom and step siblings would 
take a drive to the outskirts of Albuquerque to collect 
tadpoles in a seasonal pond. It was so much fun 
and my earliest memory of nature, getting muddy and 
slimy. The frogs were so cute and miniature. It was 
very nice



32 33

Brings back memories of me lying face-down in a ball 
pit filled with brussels sprouts

This music makes me want to armpit fuck a succubus 
while were strung out on angel dust.



34 35

29:49 

It's 5:02 PM on a Friday, mid-October. The leaves are
a rich mixture of orange and red, and the air is crisp 
with that October chill that somehow fills you with
a warmth as you breathe it in. You just finished your 
shift at your shitty job in the video store. As you drive 
home through your small, yet often bustling town, 
you notice the streets are oddly empty. But you don't 
care. The dancing leaves float to the streets to keep 
you company. You pull up, walk in your house and
lie down on your bed. The best thing about your 
bedroom is the window faces west. You sit there and 
stare into the sunset. Pink and orange hues bathe
you as the boundary between you and everything 
dissolves, it's almost as if the Earth realised you 
needed it's tenderness today.
 

How could anyone compare couch cushions with this 
playing overhead, bearing down on all your insecurities 
and making you question all your life choices?



36 37

Looks like a lullaby playing in an empty room. 
It is written especially for you, someone caring, 
but not your relatives.

Ajar



38 39

I am 120 years old, my nerves are repairing in my 
body like sproutlings branching outwards, my spine 
is elongating, and my warmth is like a candle in the 
low basin of a sleeping city.

Je tourne autours d'une spiral
qui tourne
autour d'un animal
aux coeur qui bat
lentement lentement.

Mon corps se dillue 
dans
Le frisson des pavés 
Les frictions de la féraille
Le visage des trains
Fragments de souvenirs
Eclatement du squelette
La mort joue à l'invisble
et regarde le corps nue 

la prochaine arrivée
sera
une dame au sein qui 
coule dans le fleuve cachée
dans la montagne arachée
au tentacule maritime
aix herbes artificiel
aux ruines circulaire...



40 41

I was once eating ramen with a friend when a boat 
on the horizon sailed past, intrigued i swam after it. 
I swam and swam for hours but no matter how far 
I went the boat would remain the same size, never 
coming any nearer, remaining just on the edge of 
visibility. I swam so far that eventually I could no longer 
see land and was now in fact no longer swimming, 
instead being carried by the currents of the water. 
As I floated along I looked to my hands to find in it a 
cherished toy from my childhood smiling back at me. 
Looking up again to the horizon I realized that I wasn't 
in an ocean, rather, I was in the bowl of ramen and 
was about to be swallowed by myself in the restaurant.
 

This is the music my hair listens to



42 43

This is like music to my earlobes. The bells toll annoucing the upcoming break of dawn, 
the children wake up, their parents feed them jugs of 
marmelade and make sure they are dressed in proper 
fashion. The infants run to school with anticipation 
of the upcoming day. Ant-folk greet them and teach 
the children about the greater scheme of things. The 
children rejoice knowing humanity is not alone, but 
part of the design, the great work of the comforting 
and cosmic she-moth-in-the-sky. As the day ends the 
children pack up their things and leave. The ant-folk 
rumble in delight, they did a good job today.



44 45

Brings back memories that I never had. This music is imagining the nostalgia of other kids 
that you weren't able to experience yourself



46 47

My father once told me of this place. A vastness of tan 
and grey, yet warm and soft like the belly of a mouse. 
It brought to mind the touch of a woman I knew. She 
could cup your limbs in the smoothness of her palms 
in such a way that you didn't know you were being 
held. And yet you moved and relaxed into each breath 
we both took. It was a space of order and plenty, 
everything being where it should. Everything being
as it could. Everything returning to home.
Thank you, Dad.

This is like when you open a shoebox expecting it 
to be full of childhood knick-nacks and objects with 
sentimental value only to find a single periwinkle 
shell you picked up from the family beach trip 22 
years ago



48 49

Your disturbed, Its pouring rain outside. you can't 
sleep and it's 4:38 in the morning. You walk outside 
and light your cigarette, Inturupted by a 5 foot 
Ladybug walks up the stairs and slowly grabs the 
cigarette out of your mouth and gracefully places it
on the ground, slowly bows at you and walks away. 

Have a good night sleep...

bondage w/ very weak strings



50

I play this whilst sitting naked in the local public
parks pond whillst slowly stroking the koi carps that 
drink the blood that is pouring from my slit wrists.

The day ceases to exist as it dissipates in a melancholic 
grey that fades and fades until it’s night. I’m once again 
laying in my bed inside my very dark and messy room, 
the door is closed and I have no wish to turn on the 
lights and see the things I can barely see right now, 
I wish to let the darkness slowly consume me as it does 
with the sky... and feel the calmness that comes with it. 
I look at my cat and its sleeping the dream of a thousand 
cats and at this point most of the light I see comes from 
my open computer, in a youtube page, as it plays a low 
old ambience tune. The tune that ends my afternoon, 
all I feel is peace. I want to be home and just be. I call 
him, waiting for him not to answer but he does, and I 
feel happy to hear his voice through the phone as I listen 
with a mild delay the same tune in my room playing in 
his also. Tears stream down my face as we speak, in a 
peaceful drama that inhabits my soul, and it feels good, 
it feels good to feel. And I’m not sad, I’m happy, 
I’m calm, in this little world that can comfort me almost 
if it was a hug that never ended. 
All seems right in the world. We say goodbye and all 
I can feel is love, I longer for a kiss that was never there, 
I hear the bip as I end the call and feel the encore of the 
tears. It feels good to feel something, it feels good to 
feel care, and it feels good to cry, sometimes, when I’m 
not sad. I hold onto this moment as if it were tissue, 
and I watch it gradually liquefy...
 



52 53

It is 3:00 am, outside a beautiful crescent moon and 
the sky filled with shooting star light a wild forest, 
which shelters a family of lion playing in the waters of 
a dark and deep lake where come to drink a couple of 
giraffe and a solitary rhinoceros. I wake up to have a 
glass of milk and a piece of cheesecake from the 
fridge. I try to rub my eyes but it's my toe that I feel on 
my eyelashes. I realize then that my arms are instead 
of my legs and vice versa.

First day of school. It's raining again.



55

A loving family of tiny goblins settling into a new home 
on a new frontier, every evening they sit on their small 
porch made of matchsticks and watch the sun set and 
light the sky ablaze with all the vibrant colors they could 
never even dream of before.
the mother rests her head on the fathers shoulder and 
they share a look of adoration, silently reminiscing upon 
the days of their youth using only their eyes, which is 
all true lovers such as these ever need. the children play 
in the yard. they roughhouse with a grasshopper, joyous 
laughter and whimsical chittering echoing off the hills 
they now call home.
"can we keep him, pa?" the youngest asks, "can we keep 
him?" their father looks to their mother, and slowly nods 
with a smile.
the boys whoop and run off into the grass fields, 
shimmering like gold in the evening sun, and their 
pa thinks back to a time when he was just a boy, when 
his kind were seen as little more than ugly. he thinks 
his boys could never be ugly. nothing could in a place 
like this. 
it is 2:00 am and you wake suddenly, the breeze crafted 
by your ceiling fan gentle and soothing. you groggily 
rub your eyes, barely noticing that you're wearing 
your favorite tattered shirt and sleep pants, which you 
lost years ago. 
your bedroom door is open a crack and you hear 
laughter echoing down the hall. you step outside of 
your door, a smile forming on your face. you know 
that laugh! 
down the stairs you go, following the laughter, and 
in your living room sit all the people you've ever 

held dear, even the ones you miss, even the ones who 
are gone.
you share stories for hours, cooking pizza rolls in the 
oven, passing out glasses of Hawaiian Punch, 
everyone's smiling so hard their cheeks hurt, but no 
one minds.
"hey kid," your grandpa says, "there's someone here 
to speak to you."
as he says this the doorbell rings, and everyone walks 
you to the front door.
you open it, and are shocked to see your childhood 
dog sitting on the front step. tears roll down your 
face. you've missed her so.
she turns and walks down the sidewalk, stopping to 
look at you with her head tilted to the side.
you understand, it is time to follow. you turn to look 
at all of your loved ones, and they smile and nod, 
some of them silently weeping.
you want to say goodbye, but you don't. you know 
you will see them again.
and off you walk into the night, your pup by your 
side, into the world of your final dream. where night 
never turns to day, and dreams never have to end.



56 57

There are few ways to enjoy being alone that are 
enduring enough to sustain you through the years. 
Habits change, your home changes, the weather 
changes. However nothing is more constant than 
perhaps the beating of your heart, even as irregular, 
speed up, or slowed down as it may be. Without a 
sense of direction or an idea of what to do with the 
day, the heart still beats and time does not stop. 
It is the only constant joy enduring enough to grab 
your attention when nothing else will. Perhaps sit 
on a bench or on the ground, under a tree, and do 
nothing. Sit on your couch in your home, or stand 
at the window, or lay in your bed, alone, and do 
nothing. You will see what grabs your attention, once 
nothing else will, and you have exhausted all the 
things in front of your eyes, in your ears, in your nose, 
and even that which you touch. Senses are fleeting, 
but the heart beat will endure. Until it no longer does.

I normally scatter my pet stick insects out of their jar 
in the morning to give them some exercise. This is 
the music that I play whilst I count them as i capture 
them back in their jar.



58 59

This is crying in front of your 5-year old self in a dream, 
who was naturally oblivious to the heartbreaking 
alienation he will experience to the person closest to 
him, his mother

Shopping music for aging millennials experiencing
the existential malaise of middle age in the era
of modernity.
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tick.
You look up at the tree that has stood next to your 
garden for years. Today, a robin is perched on a high 
branch, watching the quieting of the neighbourhood
as rush hour begins somewhere else.
tick.
You raise your favourite mug to your lips and take
a big sip. It burns your tongue.
tick.
You glance around as your coworkers bustle to
and fro around your desk. Someone knocks over
your succulent and is gone by the time you lift
your head to glare. You reach across to tip it upright.
tick.
You rest your head gently against the bus window
and it rattles roughly in protest. A jacket makes 
sufficient padding for the time being.
tick.
The robin has left for another tree.
The keyhole squeals as you twist your wrist.
tick.
The house echoes with the sound of shattered
glass and splashing water.
tick.
Wind gusts through the door that was closed
moments ago. The fluorescents flicker.
tick.
There is thumping in the basement.
The only bedroom is empty, as always.
tick.
Someone cries out across the street.
tick.

You pull closed the curtains and reset
your alarm clock.
tick.
 



62 63

I feel like I've found the secret level of YouTube... klonopin in music form



64 65

This was a terrible idea having just broken up
with my girlfriend

 

うーむ、なぜにこんなに外人さんに評判がよいの
だろう。



66 67

this makes me horny for another world 
but diaphanous light fixtures and curvy highway 
overpasses hold me in samsara ;(

disturbingly candid



68 69

I bathe my cricket to this. this took me back to this one time my little brother 
was playing with a toy fishing pole in his grandpa's 
front yard, casting it out and pulling it back in. just
a little toddler making sound effects. I don't know 
what he caught, or if he released it. I guess you could 
say he was catching dreams, and in that case I hope
he holds on to them forever. I miss him so much



70 71

It's raining and you can just barely remember 
the smell of your mother's hair.

I'm convinced this made my cat fall deeply asleep 
when I first listened to it.



72 73

This feel like being in a distopic dimension 
with strange creatures and trying to not catch 
their attention pretending it's all ok 

By the time you read this i'll be fast asleep, or already 
awake, or asleep again, so take me away sweet deep 
creep, falling feeling. And such goes life, awaking, 
dreaming, awaking again, slowly fading day by day. 
Fading like an old photo of grandma's farm. 
Good night, good day; good night. We'll end with soft 
chimes; not with a bang. Send me home in flowers. 



74 75

It’s a cool evening at the local café, you’ve been sitting 
in one of the outside tables; hoping that no one 
would speak to you. You had a dull day at work as 
a salesman, and so you decided to stop at the only 
place you feel tranquility. The only place where you 
don’t have to make polite, small talks with people, 
especially the co-workers that you smile at, just 
slightly polite and mostly indifferent. You have been 
sitting down for hours, ordering coffee. Everyone 
started to leave when it began raining, and the 
vacuum within you began to expand... That until a 
man in a smart suit and a sincere smile had sat next to 
you, his voice was gentle and soft as he greeted you. 
And for once, after days of boring miserable routines, 
you felt a sincere smile creeping on your face.

I’m on a train at night, going to my boyfriend’s family 
house to recieve the new year and I didn’t realize
how sad I am until this appeared and bringed so
much memories... The only thing that could make
me smile right now is to see my loved ones back just 
for a minute and tell them how much I love them



76 77

Drinking an entire liquified Ikea store while 
on xanax while praying to the moon, bouncing 
on metallic trampolines in slow motion

First track feels like I died a while ago.
But I can still move. I’m searching for something 
throughout grassy mountains.
Maybe a lost love.
The song is telling me it’s alright.
It says I can close my eyes now.



78 79

everybody dies frustrated and sad
and that is beautiful

It makes me feel dizzy and floaty and i really dont 
want to listen to it for more than a minute because
i’m scared



80 81

Listening to this i am feeling like a firefly The light is watching you.



82 83

This is the music that plays in a lonely taxidermists 
head when the stuffed fox gets up, looks at him then 
pads out the door. He sits, dumbfounded.

How did I get so old



84 85

this album makes me feel like im trapped in
an inter-dimensional elevator and my soul is being 
sucked from my body

Sometimes I don’t feel like I’m present, when I’m
“not inside me”, that kind of music is being palyed



86 87

Somehow this is perfect for any type of rain I would listen to this watching the leaves racing 
in the street



88 89

Its like when a kid show tells me its nap time This is the official soundtrack to a doorknob
at a mortuary.



90 91

I was having a really bad crying attack,
and this calmed me down. <3

The slug man smiles from his shoulders in the 
yokocho; the sky was overcast, all the ramen shops 
seemingly empty. A single read beacon blinked above 
the clouds far away in deep space; a metronome to 
the infinite loneliness of ever expanding existence. 
The beacon sinks up with the pulse Grandpa’s life 
support sometime back in 1987. The slug man takes
his hand; he is no longer smiling. The sky was equally 
overcast above the smokey mountains of Tennessee.
You are reading this ... I died a long, long time ago.



92 93

Sensual rondo
Pleasure patience
Winds sigh

Good music for helping the souls of broken electronic 
devices cross over & find peace



94 95

This sounds like someone who has been physically 
in a coma for 30 years, but whose soul got transported 
to a parallel dimension where everything exists in
a perpetual twilight and all the people are just 
human-sized woodland creatures in human clothes.
In this world, their family has given up hope on them 
awakening; in the parallel world, they have a small 
but cozy apartment that they share with their close 
friend, a chipmunk. A tired nurse replaces their IV- 
she thinks she is possibly the only one who still cares 
about them; the chipmunk puts a kettle of tea on 
the stove and asks her strange human friend if they 
would prefer oolong or chamomile tonight.

Sounds like a old flea market store with old children’s 
clothing and the carpet is gray and dirty. sit down on 
the dirty carpet



96 97

Mid-afternoon ahead of a U.S. holiday. Workers slowly 
streaming out of office. I’m lingering over a lukewarm 
cup of takeout coffee, grateful.

An empty mall



98 99

Floating calmly downward into a gently viscous 
abyss of jello, at about the same pace of a comfortable 
human gait. There are warm lights diffracting in 
nonuniform patterns about the jello. You can almost 
reach out and touch the others next to you, they are 
also slowly falling to nowhere.

Sounds like i touched a mirror and it made a ripple 
effect and then everything from the mirror dissolved 
into one large, cartoony pink flower



100 101

This song is like someone dying to find out that life 
after death exists and they’re full of wonder
and excitement to find out what happens next

This is like going to the movies, only to discover they 
make them from mushed caterpillars. But it doesn’t 
matter. The movie is good.



102 103

Listening to this makes me feel like I’ve entered 
an alternate dimension where only something 
imperceptibly small is different, like I’m wearing
my socks on the wrong feet there.

It just resembles the world ‘remember’ for me



104 105

This sits in the musical uncanny valley i feel like this music would play in a bookstore where 
they only sell empty cardboard boxes, blank journals, 
and Steinbeck novels. You’d spend hours in there 
without seeing a single employee, and the whole time 
you’re in there you won’t be able to feel your feet.



106 107

The first track makes me feel like I’m speaking to a 
sweet elderly woman. The hues in her house are warm 
browns and yellows. She speaks to me about her life 
and the things she’s done. Then the second track 
comes on. The scenery suddenly changes, it is cold 
grays and blues. The elderly woman keeps on 
speaking but her voice is getting raspier. She looks
too old to be alive. Her eyes are sunken in and i can 
feel imminent death

This song would be playing in the background of a 
small, pastel-toned curio shop hidden in the suburbs. 
The sunlight streams through the windows, causing 
the pinks and blues to be all the softer. But, as you 
head to the counter, you notice more and more dust, 
and the nicnacs feel... dead. Then, as you approach 
the cashier in a frilly apron, she smiles at you before 
her face sloughs off, revealing the viscera beneath.



108 109

I can’t explain why but I’m tearing up right now. Elevator muzak going to Neptune.



110 111

Listening to this on repeat while i do my math 
homework makes me feel like nothing is real

I’m writing a paper on my laptop in the dark and
the second song made me turn on the TV. Made me 
feel like I was being watched. Haven’t been creeped 
out by the dark since I was little.



112 113

I’m driving down a desert highway with one dead 
headlight. There’s a stranger in the passenger seat,
but I don’t know how they got there. I’m scared
to look at them because I know they’re really me.

This sounds like .̮ ̻̟͖͓
̎ͣ ͗
̈
.̢̠͎͉̪̝
͑̓
ͩ̾̄
.̶̷̟̟̗̺̜
ͮ̌̆͌
͌ͭ
͠.̲̙͉͇̎
̇ͬ
ͧ ̋̎̆
.̷͚͎̻̖ͧ͛
̾͑̆
ͭ ̀
.̗̪̯ͥ̆
ͥ̈
ͥ̇
ͪ

.̨̧̲̭ ̣̤̯̓
̋ ̀̑̄
̾̽
ͬ

.̢̧͇̺͚̜
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̋
 really brings back memories



114 115

Hopping down a river on the backs of large toads, 
surrounded by tall, red and white mushrooms, 
holding a basket containing bread and cheese, and 
covered by a white cloth napkin with lace edges.

It’s like a warm glass of milk and the feeling
of time slowing down to a crawl.



116 117

The sadness of losing a loved one, but the happiness 
you feel as you relive the memories that were made 
with them

This is like stumbling upon an igloo while wandering 
through the tundra. you enter the igloo and discover 
a polar bear in a turtleneck sweater. he offers you a 
cup of coffee and shows you a picture of his daughter. 
she’s getting great grades in elementary school.



118 119

This is a therapy room with surreal art on the walls, 
children’s toys on the floor, and rugrats playing on 
the TV in the background.

My stomach is filled to the brim with toothpaste
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Feels like looking in the mirror and seeing outside I can hear colours
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Waiting room in the afterlife music. This music feels like there are small creatures hiding 
in the corners of my vision
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You open your window in the highest apartment and 
step out. you are walking  in the air and everytime you 
put down your foot snowflakes dwindle down on the 
small town below you. everything is white, covered in 
snow. you see people in coats going home from work 
or walking their dogs. you go even higher, over the 
clouds. in the distance you see someone else strolling

This is what I listen to when I wake up on a sunny 
thursday morning, go to my kitchen, and eat a big 
bowl of human hair
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You sit in your childhood house but everything
is painted white and it smells slightly of vanilla

“Hello what kind of magic crystal would you like
to purchase?”
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This is like opening the door to the basement only
to find that the stairs now go up, and at the end of 
them is the earth, perfect and beautiful the way it was 
before the dawn of man, only the wind is sad, and 
somewhat sour, and the dinosaurs do not have claws.

This sounds music you’d continuously sink your 
head into the pillow until it engulfs your whole body 
and you fall inside this blissful, heaven-like place 
where you are greeted by gratified pillow people 
in pajamas and led to a bed so comfortable that you 
are able to sleep on forever
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If I ever had to visit a an 8 bit dimension, in search of 
a princess. This would be playing, and all the people 
in the town would be really wonderful, but not 
helpful. I’d get carried away doing side quest for all 
the town folk bringing me further away from my true 
quest. I will encounter a creature on my travels who 
will remind me of my path, and bestow onto me a 
great power which could only be tamed by true love... 
and then the music ends,... and I’m sitting in an office. 
and nobody knew where i was.

This is like watching a movie with a lot of bittersweet 
flashbacks to the main character’s childhood, and you 
find yourself longing for those times, mourning the 
fact that they came to an end for whatever horrible, 
tragic reason. you wish desperately to see those places 
again, feel those pure feelings again, untainted by 
the nostalgia you’re now experiencing. but you never 
went there, and you never felt that. no one did. the 
people didn’t exist, the places likely dont, and the 
memories you’ve been made to treasure are of events 
that never took place.
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I feel like this is what you’d hear
during the heat death of the universe

This makes me feel like peacefully curling up into 
a warm bundle of blankets, falling asleep, and never 
waking up - in a good way though.
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Sounds like going out to the graveyard in the early 
morning rain and reading all of the headstone 
epitaphs

Driving through a city late at night during a power cut. 
Everything is dark and quiet.
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Polystyren soul, refreshing flowers.
We die together.
We are children now.

This plays in a Mexican electronics shop that also sells 
santeria supplies, and beige Hewlett-Packard 
computers.
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Pretty sure I just sunk into my couch, and climbed
out of it a changed man.

This is like going to a job inter, but being greeted by 
a man sized frog in a suit, he speaks softly and kindly to 
you while smiling faintly. You talk about your dreams 
and aspirations over coffee at a local cafe while it rains 
outside.
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A concept: 

A man walks into a MUJI store and meets a woman. 
They get married, have children and live a peaceful 
life. Eventually, the parents pass away of old age, and 
their sons and daughters walk out of the store. They 
take only fond memories with them. The music ends.

The lullaby you give tuck your provolone cheese to 
bed with before telling her a bathtime story.
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Concept: 

a small shop tucked in the quietest corner of the 
city. rain is pouring and the city is dreary. inside, 
an immense amount of knick-knacks and books line 
shelves from floor to roof. each book seemingly having 
a story, a soul even. you feel uneasy yet, intrigued. 
though uncomfortable, this place brings you a sense 
of peace. in one of the cramped corners of the store, 
an old vinyl player spins quietly. next 
to it, a ghost. not seen, but felt; unmoving and 
empty. you are filled with a feeling of comfortable 
melancholy

Youtube has no music anymore. people think they 
listen to “rare” music when the hardest physical move 
they did to listen to that “rare” sound was to type 
something on a computer. have you ever spent 
thousands of cash to change a country, visit a random 
village you’ve never visited before. sleep in old 
people’s houses without speaking their language, 
in order to listen something that noone ever heard? 
in order to experience something that you can’t 
experience by typing computer keys? i am talking 
about real music. it needs time, effort and resources 
if you are really passionate to really find a rare and 
unique sound for your eardrums to enjoy. you people 
are just ok listening to free digital food the internet 
provides you with. sometimes it labels the food as 
“Rare” but the only thing you had to do is the same 
you do to listen to not “rare” music. they are messing 
with you because you let them know you are weak 
and your organic processor levels are low. i am glad 
you experience what you do, because humans do not 
deserve to know anything better than what they have. 
enjoy and thank you.
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This reminds me of waking up at dawn as a child on
a cold December morning, lying in bed silently and 
in perfect stillness. The only sounds were the cooing 
pigeons, and the only signs of movement were of 
their shifting in the rafters. Everyone was still asleep.

Another concept: 

You’re in a large grocery store in 1984, at night, 
completely alone. You have all the knowledge of 
future events to come, but that doesn’t seem to bother 
you. You stroll down the empty aisles picking up 
defunct products, with this music playing quietly in 
the background. Way off in the distance, a floating
red balloon wafts from one aisle into the next.
You decide to go talk to the balloon, knowing it has 
something to tell you.
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There’s something profoundly comforting about the 
first track, like waking up an hour before the alarm 
starts and seeing the first snow of winter outside your 
window.

The repeating, familiar bell is the unstoppable force 
that is time. 

Each loop represents a day in the life of a person, the 
silence being the transition into their next day. For
the most part, their days are simple, familiar, vaguely 
happy. Occasionally the loop surprises us with a 
change in the chord progression, whether it be an 
omission, addition, or slight alteration of a chord.
This could represent a day in particular that sparked 
happiness, sadness, or maybe it marks a key event
in our person’s life. When the chords slow, maybe
our person has chosen to take it easy that day. Perhaps 
they’ve decided to call in sick to work on a rainy day 
and curl up on the couch, to replenish their energy
for the coming days.

Peculiarly, each chord progression, no matter which 
variant, never seems to properly resolve itself. It’s 
always left open ended, instilling this particularly 
strong uneasiness. Is this how our person feels at
the end of each day? Are they left wondering what
all this is for? Is this really all there is? 

The song ends rather abruptly with the final chord in
the usual progression being omitted. The feeling of 
uneasiness is still there, but it’s different. It appears our 
persons life may have come to an unexpected end.
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It’s like a little balloon rising higher and higher into 
the atmosphere but never popping, eventually making 
it into space where it floats comfortably forever. 

A concept: 

living in an old eery mansion as a child, always hearing 
this music, wondering where its coming from. You 
move away and come back to visit it when you’re an 
adult, you hear the music again and search for it. It’s 
coming from behind a wall. You peel back the wall 
paper to find a door, you’ve never seen this before. You 
open it to find an old dark room, in the corner,
an organ piano playing this music by itself. 
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our store of memories this is exactly what i need right now
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ASMR TO DIE From the perspective of a loley tooth in the back of 
your mouth anxiously waiting for the brush to cleanse 
him, jealously watching his brethren in anticipation 
but alas the toothbrush never reaches him in time....
this music playing all the while as the cavern grows 
black and the lips close shut.
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This is the sound of the manifold of Lowly Worm’s 
apple car

Soundtrack for a library but instead of books for 
people to borrow from the shelves there are empty 
jars for people to borrow
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Walking through a field of sapphire jelly mushrooms, 
little ghost flowers dancing in your footsteps.
At night, spiders come out to play and they become
a small forest where the wind feel safe.

This is exactly the perfect music for when I’m grocery 
shopping for lettuce in bulk.
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back in an age before donald trump was president lived 
a simple people on a simple island. for each citizen 
of this island, each and every day was humbly spent 
reflecting upon the permaculture of the surrounding 
region, speaking to the frogs that came out at dawn, 
studying the clouds which serenely drifted by in the 

blue sky, listening to the squawks of wild parrots, 
children, and the roar of wild boars, and watching the 
spiraling silk arms of the milky way twist and twirl in 
every direction across the thick dark blanket of night.
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for these people, there was no economy. they had
no need for money for industry, for finance, for stock 
markets and hedge funds, for bankers, accountants, 
lobbyists, moneylenders, think tanks, activists, 
bureaucrats, politicians, talk show hosts, production 
assistants, business folk, agents, generals, soldiers, IT 
professionals, supervisors, administrators, principals, 
designers, civil engineers, baristas, and every other 
profession under the sun.

instead, the people just sat, happily content with their 
lot, sweating under the solar flame, digging through 
the wet soil and planting plants, watching clouds, and 
sharing what quality of life nature did afford them to all.

then one night, after the sun passed over the watery 
horizon and the constellations of the world shone 
brightly through the infinite darkness, as the simple 
people slept in their wood-thatch homes, a particularly 
aggressive species of crustacean snuck onto the island 
from the black sands of the northern beach. once on 
the island and fully undetected, the crustaceans silently 
made their way to each of the three villages, with sharp 
winged-arms slaughtering the men, enslaving the 
women, and wasting the children.

“why do you do this to us?!”, the women of the villages 
collectively cried while attempting to cradle the bloody 
and mangled remains of their young. “do you not see 
that we have done nothing wrong! that 
we have never harmed your kind, that we have always 
stood up for your right to live, just as we have done for 

every living creature in this domain?! that we have 
never polluted your seas, or spoken ill of your kind 
or of god, and would not even in a thousand years!!!”

the decorated leader of the crustaceans snickered, 
and pulling a lit cigarette out of its mouth, replied. 
“that is exactly the problem.”



Clarifying confusion and the historicity of this work, 
translations are my own:

花に水 (“Watering a Flower” or “Watering Flowers”) 
by 細野晴臣 (Hosono Haruomi) was released in 1984 
containing two tracks:

A Side:
TALKING あなたについてのおしゃべりあれこれ
(Chatting About You)
B Side:
GROWTH 都市にまつわる生長のことなど
(Growing up in the City etc.)

The Dan Letson from the Globule article asserts that 3 
tracks were included on the cassette, but I think that 
this may be an error. Interestingly, the download link 
accessible from the article includes four tracks:

TALKING
GROWTH
TALKING [BGM version]
MUJI ORIGINAL BGM

Maybe Dennis has sort of alluded to it below, but it 
may have been for this reason that the video includes 
three tracks, “Talking [BGM version]” excised. 
This is corroborated by Letson’s mention that one of 
the three tracks was used in the 1980-2000 MUJI BGM 
(2000) compilation, thus Original BGM would seem-
ingly be the obvious choice. Rather it was “TALKING” 
that would later be included in the MUJI CD set in it’s 

BGM version. “Original BGM” and “TALKING BGM 
ver.” are the first two tracks of the compilation. The 
posting date of the article and the upload date ( June 
2012) are the same and presumably unchanged for 
the last five years. It seems that Letson did not have 
a physical copy of the cassette and so I think it is safe 
to assume that he acquired the files digitally from else-
where. All four files arrived in their present condition 
in January 2012, likely that someone with these two 
obscure tape rips wanted to package these related 
works into one and before Letson acquired it. Maybe 
when I’m get back to the Bay I’ll reach out to Letson 
myself lol.

The Discogs page for 花に水 didn’t exist until Decem-
ber of 2015 when Organic Music Records in Tokyo 
created the page and uploaded images of the cassette. 
Letson states that there were no good images at the 
time he did his writeup so he used a poster designed 
by Ikko Tanaka.

Although it is technically correct to say that this album, 
in how it has manifested itself as a YouTube video in 
2017 was not released in 1984, the music that was 
released on the cassette is all here. Does it mean that 
there’s some great new meaning in that it’s being 
enjoyed by all these people now? Maybe! More inter-
esting to me is how YouTube machine learning algo-
rithms have managed to detect /mu/ ’s tendency to 
fetishize Japanese music. We may historicize and 
re-historicize, but the Algorithm has gotten so good at 
popularizing the esoteric, it has become easier than 
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ever to tout oneself as a real 80s Japanese New Age 
Pro, or a True Head, or Whatever. I mean really I’m 
just mad that I lost my hipster points for knowing 
about Original BGM. Maybe someone can go fix the 
RYM page, i honestly dont really give a fuck because 
that site is mostly pretentious wank anyway and this 
was all just an elaborate way to procrastinate. 

Sources:
· https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%8A%B1%E3%81%A
B%E6%B0%B4
· https://www.discogs.com/%E7%B4%B0%E9%87%8E%
E6%99%B4%E8%87%A3%E8%8A%B1%E3%81%AB%E6
%B0%B4/release/7890029
· https://www.discogs.com/Various-BGM-1980-2000-/
release/9029776
· http://glob.daniel-letson.com/posts/haruomi-hosono-
watering-a-flower/

stay save
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I’m a baby laying in a crib staring at a mobile
on the ceiling.
The mobile is made of human fingers and toes.
I shat.

this music makes me feel like i am safe in the womb
and don’t have any worries
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When youre finally escaped from messy city life,
ure just got move into a peaceful village, starting
your own new story in the village, and the people there 
are so nice....

human music?
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this is how a side character do when waiting
for the main character to come up to it and engage 
in conversation

got me over here googling 
‘does the past exist?’
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This album does not exist in a historical sense but 
speaks to the history or reinvention of history we are 
all involved in through the internet and archiving and 
database websites. It is a recombination of 細野晴臣 
[Haruomi Hosono] tracks from 花に水 with a new 
cover as it was uploaded to youtube. The ep has 100 
rym ratings and 300,000+ listens on youtube as of 
now. It became a huge hit and is pinned as this great 
rediscovery of lost great music within online music 
communities. 

However its not even real - as in a thing that was 
actually released in 1984 with this cover art and these 
tracks. But it is real in a collective reimagining and 
invention. This new recreation and contextualization 
gives it new meaning. It is in fact better given a fake 
cover and an added track or at least has far greater 
appeal and attraction to contemporary listeners. 
The new striking cover and gentle soft flowing 
ambient synth sounds created a new a e s t h e t i c 
combination that added to its appeal for music 
listeners of 2017 that the true 1984 cassette release 
of 花に水 did not.

It raises questions of what defines authentic release 
and authentic listening experiences. It shows how 
much we assume of past and history to be real and 
our power to reinvent history through acceptance 
of accidental or purposeful misinformation. How we 
can easily be fooled by proposed authority of facts. 
In fact I only say its fake as others have pointed out its 
fake on here and youtube but they have just as much 

authority on reality as those who assumed it to be 
real. With the internet it has become much easier for 
reality and history to be changed by misinformation 
and collective acceptance and spreading of inaccurate 
information. That may seem inherently bad but this 
album shows that recreating history can actual recre-
ate good things just as it has the potential to create 
bad. In the past those with authority to record history 
were much fewer and only allowed by those already 
with power. However now anyone with an internet 
connection can create an album release entry on RYM 
or upload an album to youtube.
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There are many moments that make up a life.
I am thankful that this moment is one of them.

I don’t care what this was originally composed
for - in the first minute I started crying.
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Wow Music to dream about creating the universe to.
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Everything just wants to live and be something. 
Everything has a journey and we all like to try things. 
We can’t do very much. we all want to grow and learn 
but we don’t know anything and can’t do anything. 
Everyone dies. Everything dies. But that’s ok I guess. 
Everything just wants to live and be something.

The second part creates a picture in my mind: 

The day starts turning into night. A creeking of 
crickets and wind bowling is heard as I going towards 
old and abounded warehouse. As I step in I hear a 
flute playing. I go to the sound and notice how dust 
whirls in sunrays. I come up to the heavy door, the 
sound of flute is right behind it. With wrecking sound 
I open door and I see a Japanese schoolgirl playing a 
flute. Even though she heard me she still plays the 
tune. As I look around I see a cloud of impenetrable 
darkness. It tries to play tune too. In it’s never-
stopping rays of clouds I recognize a face. It looks 
pleased but at the same time worried. Maybe it is 
trying so hard to create these sounds, for us they 
sound freighting but darkness never intended so. It 
just trying it best. Just like all of us...
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Sampled it and made a trap beat out of it: https://
soundcloud.com/user-148997862/free-aap-ferg-x-
xxxtentacion-x-lil-uzi-vert-type-beat-submarine

I’m organizing my tumbled stones. 
they’re very smooth.
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Track one - Happy and cheery to the point of being
a little off, highly repetitive, largely inoffensive, can
totally imagine it playing on repeat in a Japanese store

Track two - The track you hear when you enter hell, 
jarring and off putting, less repetitive than the
lastsong. After the previous song, it almost feels like
a confirmation of one’s internal distrust of track one

Track three - your body and soul has ascended this
mortal plane, sadness sweeps over you however all 
fear is gone. Nostalgia, but an acceptance that it is 
time to move on. You let go, and death is peaceful. 
Finality. 
10/10 would die to this song

This will play one cold night when your mother tells you 
she is dying. She passes quickly, and you feel loss, but 
also acceptance. Her last words resonate in your heart, 
and plant the seed of hope there. This seed will grow 
into a flower that will one day replace the hole she left.
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i been stayin in my basement closet for 192 days while 
looping this

V E R Y  R E L A X E D  N O W
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I am alive. This is enough. To be a subject. Galloping across an endless bridge. 
Stalling before idling. Stumbling before collapsing. 
Struggling but determined. Hopeless and relentless. 
Straddling the ideal and the actual. Finding neither
a compelling illusion. A vision through the veil of 
qualia and perspective. Misunderstood and quickly 
forgotten. The thing in itself is impossible, yet its 
impact is felt. Without warning.
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This is human music yes.
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Looking at the latest ultrasound of my son ☺ this makes me want to eat children
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if I used to be a dinosaur I was a prehistoric plant world This is like waking up at 3am because you are hungry. 
So you head to the kitchen, and find out a giant insect 
already sticking some marmalade between two slices 
of bread. The insect offers the sandwich to you, as a 
sign of respect. You take a bite out of it, and start 
crying tears of joy. It’s a beautiful sandwich, and the 
winter is coming to an end
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this is the sound of moments being forgotten. This reminds me of every mango I ate as a boy.
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11,907 days have passed since 1984 Reminds me of ghost in the shell when they do that 
three minute montage of scenery in the city scape.
i see vivid colors and a routine that is comfortable and 
congestion and neon and deeply ingrained unease
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you feel that? Thats what being alive feels like crazy 
how you can forget.

This makes me want to fall in love with humanity
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Track two sounds like riding home on the subway 
alone. Only one light flickers on and off. You can
only hear the racket of the wheels going over the
track and this music can be hear overhead between 
the clack of metal. 

You step off at your stop.

As you stuff your hands in your pocket, a cold wind 
bites the nape of your neck. You reach an alleyway, 
lined wall to wall are small shops. Noodles shacks, 
butchers, convenience stores, that sort of thing.
Small ambient warm paper lanterns are strung along 
the middle. Shades shuffle down the streets. No,
there aren’t any living people here, only the shadows 
of whats left of them.

i live in my van
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I am growing. this song reminds me of death, going on to afterlife 
lmao
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this reminds me my childhood... 
when I was alive.

i feel like a hungry baby
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ideal for meditation I listened to this while staring at some sawdust and 
was at one with the world
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my body is trapped in a spreadsheet 
but my mind is free

I played this when i won the calculator western
region semifinals.
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Welp - time to sample & put a poppin’ beat under it...
i know, i shud just let it be. Buuut... im not gonna

PURE GOLD
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makes me think of an animal, not human, but smart 
enough to have pleasure in doing things it enjoys,
like a dog sleeping 
:)

I get a playful but also disturbing feeling from this.
It’s like it’s taking the darkest aspects of life it and 
making fun of it.
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Going on a murder spree now. I play this as I lay on the floor in silence
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As the transformed stardust enters in my lungs,
my true eye gets blessed with the divine revelation,
of the infinite and incomprehensible. 

This is almost aggressively C O M F Y.
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me:  yo pass the aux
them:  better not play trash
me:

Sinistro
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crimson It was summer time, a close friend was holding a 
barbecue, which he always invites me to. I met her 
there, and fell in love - - or something akin to it.
She’s always so bright and gay, the kind of energy
that resonates and leaves one exhausted. It made us 
incompatible, I knew that. She befriended so many 
folks, and so many folks were in love with her. I know 
not whether it is appropriate to compare what I felt 
with any other’s. I knew that I chose a heartbreak
that never could have been. I wanted her to forget 
about me so that I can forget about her. It’s been two 
years, and she stormed into this careful truce of 
forgetfulness and shattered it in mere sentences.
I wanted to scream but could only afford cordiality, 
and she left to momentarily forget about me again 
until a time she wills it, as Fleeting as she reentered. 
She will live as she commands, too naïve to know
to deny other’s love, she will break a thousand hearts
at a glance, and she will live not knowing or die.
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I don’t understand why at all, but the first song makes 
me feel so uncomfortable and scared and massively 
anxious and restless. I feel like I’ve been dead for 
quite some time. 30 years maybe. Familiar things and 
places have decayed over the years and my memory
is now faded, forgotten. People are just...vaguely 
existing, numb and quiet, crumbling. It also makes 
me feel like the world isn’t real, like nothing is real. 
None of this is really happening. I’m in a coma and 
dreaming all of this. I hear my name being called out 
sometimes but it sounds so far away. Did I really hear 
that? Who was it? Its so scary ;_; How can music make 
someone feel like that? It’s so out of body, and... how 
and why would I know what being dead feels like? 
Omg...
This whole tape makes me feel like that 

this was never meant just for human ears
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I made a mistake of listening to this This is the music that plays in an elevator that you
sent down but it just kept going for hundreds
of thousands of miles until you reached the fiery 
center of the Earth
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I guess they wanted to store goers to feel plagued
with unimpeachable melancholy

the third track sounds like you just dropped in a cave 
in ocarina of Time
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This grounds me so good It’s perfection and grace.
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A toy store filled with nothing except girl’s dolls laying 
in little toy caskets, with dark-pastel colored blankets 
covering their bodies. The shades of the store are 
closed, but translucent, letting dim light come 
through. It’s been very dusty, since the day it opened. 
It’s owned by an Asian family and they aren’t doing 
very well financially, so they live in the store. You can 
see them sleeping in the aisles.

“Every petal of the flower is different, but they all 
connect to the center. We all have different 
interpretations of this sound, but we all know it’s
the same “flower”. We’re connected, only when
we hear this sound. There’s many other different 
flowers.” 

^
a little goblin hobbled in my room and told me to type 
this then walked out. i actually think its really gay
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It was very cute and then the second song I feel like 
someone is watching me and wants to eat my flesh but 
like I don’t know he’s in my house help ::(((

I want to get my ass eaten to this music
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Walgreens on a tuesday at 11:43. 
Looking at cigarettes behind the counter.

So peaceful
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☀ 3 am, sitting in the summer darkness, with this as my 
only comfort...
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Yes. Master. I Am Yours. 
This reminds me of that time my Radio Shack Manager 
was under the gun for a poor performing store.
He self taught himself how to hypnotize people.  
He went on and on about how the company would 
reward his mind control abilities. He would speak to 
customers in low commanding tones to get them
to buy more junk. It didn’t help. Women reported his 
behavior as sexually harassing and no less than 2 men 
a week threatened to kick his ass.

I’m standing in my underwear deflating a beach ball 
to the last track and it fits the atmosphere.
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έτσι. jesus heared this when he got nailed 
to the square
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Sounds like comfy item/inventory management music 
while I play a long forgotten SNES JRPG, cuddled up 
in a blanket after 11pm on a school night with the 
volume down low hoping the glow of the TV doesn’t 
wake my parents.

Music to sell replicants to.
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listening to this music makes me feel like i’ve been 
walking for 10 miles with a pebble in my shoe, 
only to take it out and find out it’s a human tooth
 

There’s a creepy calm to this music.
Pleasantly unsettling.
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This is what I imagine gets played in the serial killer’s 
head as they dismember and eat you.

Never having heard of this and in need of music to 
help me sleep, I played it and it was hauntingly 
soothing. The repetitive beep set an interesting tempo 
that left enough dead space to cause mixed emotions 
of sadness and hope. The music and melody, with 
its occasional absence, added a layer of nostalgia and 
I felt like I was slowly being welcomed to a silent, 
lethargic universe.
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it’s like a blanket of clouds drifting through the void 
while entangling the thoughts and images of the 
people it comes across, showing them to be the 
beautifully temporal and absurd thoughts and images 
that they are.

Expensive fashion cigarettes. Rain on pavement. 
Sizzle of neon. Snippets of conversations from the 
restaurants below. 

2 AM melancholy. Hang nails healing due to incessant 
nibling. Comfortable insomnia. 

I don’t know why this music makes me think of those 
things but it does, it is neither sad nor happy. It is a 
pleasing melancholy.
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NOIDED the adjectives that wash over my brain 
right now...
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MY DEMONS... Something definitely is missing
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imagine being trapped in an abandoned hospital as 
the second song echos through the empty, dark 
and damp hallways as you hear footsteps and laughter 
coming from all directions, as the second song 
resonates...

This feels like going into a Kroger at 3AM and there’s 
one employee asleep at the counter and only every 
other light is on. The store is impeccably clean, 
and all the items are in line and adjusted. It’s so lonely 
but warm and populated at the same time.
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I can feel a spider This music has the purity and innocence 
of a child with the wisdom of an old man.
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This paints an image of Carl Sagan walking
through a grassy field...

This is 5am music..
like Miles Davis’ album In a Silent Way.
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This is like a robotic child roaming 
through old ruins on a strange planet

this music is the music that plays when you make eye 
contact with the creepy little dried fish at the grocery 
store. you wonder what he was like in life, who is 
family was, what his goals and aspirations were and
he probably wonders the same about you. you don’t 
speak the same language but you both share 14 
minutes of longing, loneliness and happiness bottled 
into one emotion until the store security drags you 
outside into the rain with tears streaming down your 
face. You’re left soaking wet in the warm rain and 
alone only to find out that you in fact are that little 
dried fish remembering what water once felt like.
It is bliss and you wish to be no were else but here
in this moment alone.
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I cooked and ate two hot dogs as this played over the 
speaker. Birds chirped and no lawn cutting machines 
were active. The sun played hide and seek with large 
clouds. My wife and children were shopping at Target 
and heading to a doctor’s appointment. I thought 
about making short documentaries about such 
moments. But I won’t. I’ll just let all of you know.

I’m gonna kill myself tonight to this tape
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Number 9, burp, number 9, burp, number 9, burp Is this vaporwave before vaporwave?
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Two Ghosts getting married ☺ this is the best thing ive heard in years im walking
in the rain and am one with the universe
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if i burned ants with a magnifying glass for fun, 
I’d probably listen to this while i masturbated.

this music sounds like a mirror
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When my wife was pregnant, we played this next
to her tummy often, and when our baby was born,
he had Vulcan ears.

this is good to open the windows 
and clean your room/mind to
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I would play this jumping off a cliff in slow-mo Listening to this at 5 in the morning. 
The sun is rising, the birds are awake now.
The faint roar of an engine. 
This is heaven
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This how I play my keyboard when all of my factory 
workers have gone home and I’m waiting on nana to 
get back with my funzie-wunzie-goodtime pills.

perfect for drinking hyssop tea with your future 
skeletal self. add a drop of your own blood and a few 
tears to taste. enjoy!
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Talking: 

A bespectacled family of four – mother, father, sister, 
brother – sit round a round dining table dipping 
spoons into empty bowls, pantomime eating.
They occasionally smile and nod at each other, 
indicating how good nothing tastes. There is a soft 
early Saturday afternoon rain falling outside the 
window. Across the suburban street and up on their 
neighbor, Mr. Herbert’s porch overlooking his lawn, 
the mailman is in a life and death struggle with
Mr. Herbert’s Doberman.

As I was laying down on my bed while listening to
the music. In the first track of the album, I imagine I’m 
walking in a plaza late at night. All of the shops are 
closed except one, a convenience store that opens 
24/7.
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This reminds me of a person departing from earth... 
but in a good way

Your door is ajar.
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I want to get murdered to this music. music that sounds like a tiny mushroom city on a log 
with a bunch of tiny beetles and bugs running around 
doing business and it’s a little bit fluorescent
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these songs are scaring me, but I love it. I shaved off my Eyebrows to this Album..
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I would play this in my basement
if I were raising moths

My parents were busy, 
so I learned to be busy.

I raised moths in our basement.

The first few died before I learned what to do, and
I was grateful for a minute that my parents hadn’t 
suffered a similar learning curve in raising humans.

I had read somewhere, maybe in a science magazine 
at the dentist, or in the orange living room at my 
grandmother's where she hoards magazines, that if 
you sing to plants they grow better. Something in 
them responding to your voice. 

My dad had an old CD player and a keyboard, so 
I played for awhile until I found a tune that seemed 
loving, and curious and a little warm, something 
that if I were a moth I imagined I would feel inclined 
to move toward, my fragile wings slowly spreading, 
waking. 

I played it myself when I could, but when I had to 
leave, to eat meatloaf that I had to pretend to like 
for my dad’s sake or suffer through the monotony 
of school, I’d leave the recording on repeat and hope 
they’d grow, and feel the warmth of my song.
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Brings up too many memories to bring to next
therapy session

life grips
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we all die You’re going 65mph on the highway for a good while, 
when suddenly, you begin to feel a seizure come on 
and take over your body. Your body begins to twitch 
and squirm until, inevitably, you lose control of the 
steering wheel. After swerving beyond the far right 
lane, your car crashes into an american diner. No one 
is hurt... but, instead of fleeing, everyone slowly turns 
their heads and begin to stare at you. 

This song starts to play. Your jaw drops. 

Freeze frame. Fade to black and white.
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The Sound of the Future. A quaint home, a light rain, your loved one washing 
some dishes from breakfast in the kitchen while you 
read your favorite book in the den, sinking into your 
favorite chair after a new log or two on the fire.
Then track two comes on and the bleeding skeletons 
show up.
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Save yourselves. Please. Leave. This is pornos for earballs
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music as place is the future This music is appropriate for a shop that only sells
like owl figurines and one human skull.
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you fools, this not music, this is just a progress of 
time!

Vibe is death
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I played this at my vacuum cleaner’s funeral. sounds like the life of a flower in the field and
then it dies
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C_ H_, I L L_. ,. Just makes me imagine my death 
with this background music. 
I like it and it scares me.
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This sounds like nostalgia. the first note makes my ears vibrate
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C O M F Y

Afterword



I

Net Spleen   The Lost Boys against the End 
of the Internet

Sergio Savini

In 1983 the three-year-old Japanese retail company  
MUJI, which sells a wide variety of household and con-
sumer goods, asked Haruomi Hosono to compose a 
soundtrack for its stores. Formerly a member of the ico-
nic electronic Japanese band Yellow Magic Orchestra, 
Hosono produced three tracks, one of which was inde-
ed used as Muji flagship store’s soundtrack. Now a ra-
rity, the three-track cassette was issued later in 1984 as 
a very limited edition. It then disappeared for a period 
until the website glob.daniel-letson.com rediscovered 
it. The website dedicated an article to the cassette, ad-
ding an alternative cover (perhaps they lacked a good 
scanned version of the original one) by Ikko Tanaka, 
originally designed for a theatrical production. 

On 23 January 2017, the Youtube channel “denni-
snorthey” uploaded a video simply titled Watering a 
flower Haruomi Hosono 1984 cassette (花に水), revi-
ving the original cassette’s full tracklist (from this point 
on, we will refer to the YouTube video as WAF). For no 
apparent reason, tens and then hundreds of comments 
started to appear below the video (by March 2019, the 
total number is 1,631), some of them of rare beauty.
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emotional space, issues of maturity and a desire for 
Otherness and Elsewhere typical of a group of lost 
children. The Lost Boys of the internet. The Lost Boys 
are a bunch of lost children sharing the phantasma-
goric imaginary of Neverland along with Peter Pan. 
Let’s begin with the genius loci of this territory, a pla-
ce-nonplace par excellence, a smooth and pedagogi-
cal space of cops and robbers, pirates and kids, and 
a place to rewrite social relationships. Nevertheless, 
there is a very well defined ethical structure that in-
forms the whole of Peter Pan’s fairy tale world, both 
in Peter Pan at the Kensington Gardens (1906) and in 
Peter and Wendy (1911). This structure corresponds 
to a spatial structure recalling internet’s own—or that 
on which it has been built upon, in the apparent at-
tempt to subvert power relations, ones that are in-
stead constantly being reaffirmed. Like the internet, 
Neverland is an “apparent heterotopia:” a place in 
which common places, language and syntax are (only 
apparently) inverted, subverted and intertwined. 

In fact, it is not really possible for the lost boys 
to imagine a society without any adults but instead 
only a society in which power relations are slightly 
different, and where the stigma of adulthood is repre-
sented by the pirate world. According to the story, the 
lost boys are kids who fell out of their prams when 
their nanny was distracted: if they were not claimed 
within seven days, they would be sent to Neverland 
and abandoned to the life of fairies, forever doomed 
to childhood.

Raising moths, let leaves grow, watering a flower… 
Astonishing in their apparent sincerity and innocence, 
the comments problematize a series of issues through 
ruminations on growth, on taking care of something 
or someone, on formation and adulthood; then there 
are themes like memory, remembrance, parentho-
od—both acted and endured;  the urge to cultivate 
an emotional space in the accidental, unsuitable and 
defective place that is the web. 

Everything happening around this simple YouTube 
video of a semi-forgotten cassette revolves around a 
central issue: self-management and positioning in 
the contemporary world, a presumed maturity and 
its protection in an advanced capitalist landscape. A 
large chunk of the poetical contributions provided 
below the video opens with the formula “this is like.” 
The function “as if ” turns imagination into an inven-
ted but nonetheless real remembrance. The worlds 
evoked by the users compose a daily choral oddity 
that  infantile development must produce for the 
functioning of the infantile condition. The great pro-
ductive machines of youth, i.e. imagery and imagina-
tion, reappear here through these fragile, vulnerable 
artefacts. 

This collection of parental memories, alterna-
tive memories, flights of picturesque imagination, 
claustrophobic and para-uterine remembrances of 
childhood: all the themes that emerge from the com-
munity of mutual support/creative writing class that 
is WAF’s YouTube page concern the production of an 
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•

It is necessary to recall the filter of childhood in order 
to read WAF’s comments, given the striking excess of 
of memories along with attempts to escape to possible 
universes. Nonetheless, it is strange to try and com-
prehend the reasons why each user may have decided 
to share such personal thoughts and reminiscences 
with other strangers. There is a courageous sincerity 
to the WAF comments; the collective poetics triggered 
byw WAF suggests that the users have found a neutral 
space beyond judgment, in which to engage in a choral 
practice of memory beyond the boundaries of inter-
personal relationships. 

As Mark Fisher wrote, there is a tension within 
contemporary electronic music that pushes it “to con-
front a cultural impasse: the slow cancellation of the 
future.” Known as hauntology, this tension is a good 
lens through which we can look at Hosono’s work. 
Hauntological music explores temporal disjunction 
and cultural memory, returning to tools such as ana-
log synthesizers and music cassettes, and employing 
sounds that drawn from the stock library music and 
old school sci-fi soundtracks. This kind of sound ge-
nerates a strong feeling of “nostalgia for a future that 
could not happen.” 

In WAF’s case, it is striking to speak of hauntology 
because the sound substance implies a strong semiotic 
connection with the childhood world. The absence of 
a continuous bass cuts its continuity and isolates the 

What happens then to the lost boys when they re-
turn to the real world and become adults? According 
to  J.M. Barrie’s original novels, the exit from the in-
fantile realm seems to be a traumatic one. Three of 
the boys end up in office jobs, one becomes a judge 
and another a marquis: they become part of society, 
the system, the same pirates they used to be fighting 
against. As Guy Debord has emphasized, becoming an 
adult and reaching a self-perception of maturity is an 
inherent problem in the capitalist era, a moment po-
stponed more and more, until the scientific discourse 
agreed upon the fact that there is no clear official so-
ciological end to adulthood.

“Wherever the consumption of abundance 
has established itself, there is one spectacular 
antagonism which is always at the forefront 
of the range of illusory roles: the antagonism 
between youth and adulthood. For here an 
adult in the sense of someone who is master 
of his own life is nowhere to be found. And 
youth implying change in what exists is by 
no means proper to people who are young. 
Rather, it characterizes only the economic 
system, the dynamism of capitalism: it is 
things that rule, that are young things them-
selves that vie with each other and usurp one 
another’s places.”

Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, 
Thesis 62
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The Renaissance lead us to think of the back-
ground as a pretext for the unfolding of the body, 
because the latter holds a bigger place within our 
cultural perception, as well as occupying a series 
of philosophical implications. On Japanese litho-
graphies however bodies are often the pretext for 
working on an abstract, empty, surrounding plane. 
Indeed, it is common enough for the pair object-back-
ground to be inverted. 

In line with this approach, the audio body in WAF 
becomes lost and re- emerges as an abstract episodi-
cally from out of the spatial empty continuum, but 
still in the foreground. The album equalization rejects 
high frequencies by arranging the tracks in the ho-
mey, familial torpor of childhood life, rather than in 
a bucolic panism (i.e. identification with the natural 
world). In this album in particular, nature is expelled 
through the domestication of unexpected sounds. 
Music seems to reproduce the discovery of the pho-
netic world within a reassuring, domestic habitat. 

Our Western sensibility is surely triggered by 
the incomprehensibility of the consequent aesthe-
tic choices but also by a lack of evolution, process 
and progress. The uni-directionality of the Western 
pop-rock piece is denied, the ingredients of pop pro-
duction’s central machines (intro, stanza, chorus, bri-
dge) are totally deconstructed and the pop industry 
halts precisely when these machines melt away. The 
real question here would be to what extent this kind 
of music—and other Asia-oriented albums that have 

singular sonorities. More than a flux, this music se-
ems to be built around distinct blocks. An appropriate 
adjective to describe it could very well be “pedagogic.” 
There is a whole history to write on those sounds whi-
ch have been described as “pedagogical” or “for kids” 
over the 20th century; on how an acoustic morphology 
of a “real” or “fake” sound has been shaping in parallel 
with this and how some sounds ended up as an “error” 
whilst others as “success.” 

At the same time, there is also a certain skeptical 
attitude toward these sound representations. Various 
sound artists and musicians are reflecting on this habit 
of automatically interpreting sound icons and acou-
stic signs proposed by the cultural system, such as 
Oneohtrix Point Never, James Ferraro and The Advisory 
Circle. As for WAF, the sound recalls all those intro-
ductory, demonstrative, pedagogical sounds of the 
database, of the preparatory document and the board 
game—as if the melody has been produced on a Speak-
and-Spell. WAF’s music is haunting precisely because it 
is drenched in childhood memories. This music evokes 
the infantile ghost of its listeners, who, underneath this 
poltergeist, are dwelling in the meanders of their me-
mories and puerile reveries.

Familiarity with the concept of the abstract plane 
is the founding moment of graphic and pictorial te-
chniques. For Westerners at least, Japanese figurative 
aesthetics tend to produce the alienating effect of mer-
ging landscape with the body—or, background with 
object it might be better to say. 
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As we can read on the MUJI store statement, MUJI’s 
products “are like empty vessels. Simplicity and empti-
ness yield the ultimate universality, embracing the fee-
lings and thoughts of all people.” 

Considering MUJI’s product aesthetics, the choices 
made by Hosono are clear. MUJI literally intends to have 
“no-brand products” and the items resemble the ori-
ginal sound design of its stores. The private goods of 
the brand, label, and trademark immediately reject the 
impossible noise of the market. This choice provides 
consumption with a sentimental aspect; we are asked 
to compensate this shortage of meaning with a personal 
and private mythology of living. MUJI’s products stimu-
late the emotional production of existential expectations 
by communicating and selling the idea that goods can 
be silent, confidential, even shy. What this record of 
discomfort wants to communicate, for instance, is the 
prevailing necessity, within the logic of molecular capi-
talism, to find another clinical space of recovery, healing 
and comfort, far from the mechanisms of the matrix. 

Recovery means both healing and, in informatics, the 
capacity to restore information from a backup memory; 
or the recovery of innocent feedbacks used by a child to 
experience its perceptive debut in the world. According 
to the same logic, one can read the contemporary efforts 
of the ASMR community to bring emotional and percep-
tive attention back to a world of phenomena, beginning 
with sounds. There is a clear pedagogical attempt in the 
ASMR videos. The performers in the videos are acou-
stically re-educating the users through favoring a shy 

been lost and found by YouTube culture—is due to 
this subversion of the orgasm-machismo principle of 
Western pop music? 

The density of clichés that constitute the basis 
of the song form is exactly what cause this acoustic 
vertigo. The mental commitment required to develop 
the acoustic process is supposed to solicit concen-
tration. The sound block is not imposed but rather 
demands a certain non-sense to become a mantra: 
a circle around the void to be first constructed, and 
then substituted by the object. What we have here is 
precisely the non-sense of the mantra typical to me-
ditative practices currently fashionable in the Western 
world, the fundamental aim of which is to effect a 
certain kind of “ascesis,” i.e. a form of transcendence 
from reality or an unexpected experience of the real. 

What Westerners look for, when practicing ei-
ther yoga or meditation, is the crossing of a so-called 
standard state of consciousness. The mantras used in 
certain kinds of meditation are nothing but a short 
sequence of absolutely incomprehensible sounds. 
The fundamental part of the practice lies precisely 
in accepting the linguistic non-sense of this stream 
of sounds. The point of this comparison is to show 
that, aside from the expected song form, what the 
Asia-oriented ambience is actually delivering is an in-
decipherable audio text, one that is not even meant 
to be deciphered. This gap is necessary in order to 
open up to intuition, and throw open the doors to a 
melancholic interpretation of the sonic material.
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and healing, nurture and therapy. In both audio mo-
dalities, what seems to matter is the “healing” compo-
nent. While for New Age the social issues connected 
to the genre were linked to an awakening—including 
in a collective sense—with cosmic and extraterrestrial 
derivations, it is striking how in WAF the social issue 
of awakening is not only entirely absent, but that this 
may even be musically functional to the production of 
a melancholic and soporific torpor. 

Far from being a device of subjective and collective 
renaissance, or the production of enthusiasm, the so-
norities at stake become an indispensable escape pro-
tocol for particular feelings. What is kept in the unavoi-
dable sociological gap between New Age culture and 
these contemporary feelings which we are trying to de-
scribe, is the necessity to heal. The painful difference 
is that the generation using a certain kind of YouTube 
musical resource, such as ASMR videos, can no longer 
believe in the coming of a “new age.” 

The age of Aquarius, suggested by technological 
progress as well as the perception and consciousness 
of the world population as unicum, can not be repe-
ated. If it is true that we are at the end of history, it is 
also true that there has been an ever-growing number 
of individuals directly suffering from this condition, 
who witness an ongoing struggle with their existence. 

The New Age was a cultural movement that em-
phasized man’s development and healing, a movement 
which clearly imposed itself as a moment of rediscovery 
of the modalities of care of the self and of the space 

perceptive attitude over an offensive one towards the 
world and its phenomena. In Shy Radicals: The Anti-
Systemic Politics of the Introvert Militant by Hamja 
Ahsan, the national anthem of the state of Aspergistan—
an ideal imaginary territory ruled by the shy radicals—is 
the sound of holding a seashell to one’s ear. There thus 
seems to be a growing demand for quiet and recove-
ring places, formative, preparatory yet-non-affirmative 
spaces, in which to heal away from capitalistic logics.

•

“This concluding third of our century is also 
the concluding thirtieth of this millennium; 
and so we are in the fractional sixtieth of the 
calendar aeon of the Sign of the Fishes, the 
Sign of the Christian Age, the myth of time 
within which we take our historical orienta-
tion. Fifty-nine generations stand behind us in 
this aeon; one stands before us, the last and 
concluding one, and the transitional one that 
carries us into the next millennium, and the 
time of Aquarius.”

Excerpt from: Hillman, James. Senex 
& Puer (Uniform Edition of the Writings 
of James Hillman). Apple Books.

While it is difficult to recognize strictly New Age 
sounds in Hosono’s work, it is striking that both WAF 
and New Age music produce a discourse around care 
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religion and nationality would not matter much when 
perceived from this “outside” and that there was an ur-
gent need to be united and be willing to share. 

The exhibition Whole Earth. California and the 
Disappearance of the Outside let us understand how 
the link between the old American culture and the ar-
rival of American counterculture would be entangled 
with Brand’s question, and how the picture of the glo-
be known as the “Blue Marble” represented the coming 
of age of the entire human consciousness. 

Now that the Earth was circumscribed it was possi-
ble to move on: the space and the cosmos were the ab-
stract plane of a New Age poetics that in fact in its musi-
cal manifestation,  produced a sound spatialization of a 
“cosmic” kind. The grandeur of the spaces constructed 
by New Age poetics was provided by the reverberation 
and movement of acoustic and figurative bodies, mo-
ving on its representative plane; unicorns running on 
unknown planets under a green sky and giant sidereal 
pads are only a few examples of the way in which New 
Age would develop on the spatial plane. 

In strong opposition to the general meaning and 
sonority of WAF, New Age firmly refused a closed spa-
tiality, probably in contrast to the household marketing 
typical of American culture. The big boom of household 
appliances was contrasted by a passion for new techno-
logies, following the dream of a total interconnection—
both technological and spiritual—towards progress 
more generally. In this sense, New Age rejected the hou-
sehold, liquidating it as conventional and conservative, 

around us. New Age represents a lynchpin in develop-
ment of ecology and a series of practices linked to the 
care of the body and mind. The indulgent treatment 
of sentimental space is a natural consequence of this 
tension. The insistence on anticapitalist themes such as 
rurality, naturalness, the refusal of mechanization and 
consumerism is another fundamental characteristic of 
New Age culture. 

The exhibition and catalog The Whole Earth: 
California and the Disappearance of the Outside are a 
summary of the editorial experience of Stewart Brand, 
founder of the Whole Earth Catalog. The exhibition re-
cords the passage from the American counterculture to 
New Age products and vernacular, demonstrating how 
the initial drive towards a cultural outside was integra-
ted and reconverted to “traditional American culture.” 
In this sense, we can speak of a “disappearance of the 
outside/elsewhere.” 

The Whole Earth Catalog magazine was established 
in 1968. Each issue included various pieces of “con-
sumer advice” oriented towards an fully-immersion in 
nature; it dealt with new computer technologies, offe-
red a series of strategies to survive autonomously in 
society, and even included inserts including creative 
writing, poetry and so on. The magazine came out of  
Brand’s desire for a picture of the totality of the terre-
strial globe, a photo of the whole Earth in space. He 
was convinced that the vision of the Earth as a giant 
blue marble on the universe’s black background would 
make everybody understand that differences of color, 
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disciplinary machismo of control societies. The same 
counts for films such as Explorers and Weird Science, 
in which the potentiality of computers (although here 
projected into realms of the unlikely) becomes an aver-
sive option for the “weirdo” hero. 

A whole constellation of 1980s films—almost a brat 
pack of a distorted sub-genre—focuses precisely on tel-
ling the astonishing and sometimes magical possibili-
ties of the grey boxes. The empty boxes appearing here 
and there in the comments of the WAF YouTube video 
are certainly communicating a comforting melancholy 
for a vanished epoch in which a golden technological 
incomprehension of computer processes used to be the 
rule; but this is also the symptom of restlessness toward 
the power structures installed and crystallized in the 
empty and potential space of the web. The empty boxes 
represent the dream, the nostalgia for that kind of infor-
matics machine and an incomplete internet, one in whi-
ch everything was still yet to be written and indeed the 
possibility remained of the internet as an instrument in 
the hands of the weakest: a tool for those who would 
otherwise be confined to the corners of reality. 

It is neither new nor surprising to grasp how 
Californian Ideology was shaped by the normalization 
of counterculture and New Age. 

If we perceive a series of syncretism as perhaps 
creepy today—between yoga and stock market cultu-
re, autogenous training and self branding, zen and 
business and so on—it is because the New Age milieu 
managed to achieve the transition from Californian 

all in the name of a life beyond work and traditional 
society, as opposed to the grey IBM office. 

In a classic 1984 Macintosh 2 commercial, these va-
lues and counter values came into life: a red gymnastics 
heroin equipped with a freeing hammer was busy with 
“awakening” the grey employees of the dystopian tech-
nocracy portrayed in the short film. American corporate 
conservatism’s values were clashing—and losing against 
the counter values that Apple was trying to endorse. 

The old computers’ typical grey color also returns 
in the WAF comments on YouTube. It evokes a lost 
technological era, in which the methods of accessing 
the internet and computer technologies more gene-
rally were designed around a morbid and harmless 
browsing ritual, a commodity shaped by the thought 
of timid and discreet subjectivities. This grey neutrality 
becomes a metaphor for the neutrality objected by the 
bullied and silent people against what the internet has 
become: no longer a surreal place, smoothened over 
by geeks and freaks’ imagination but rather an artificial 
extension of the society of the spectacle’s exposed ca-
twalk. In Wargames, a great movie from 1983, a young 
hacker accesses a CIA super-computer and accidentally 
launches a simulation of a Russian attack on America, 
which the secret services inevitably interpret as real. 
The conceit allows us to see how the computer, in 
this 1980s imaginary, could be a tool through which 
thousands of marginalized young people might imagi-
ne malleability, accessibility, how they had the chance 
to defeat contemporary security systems but also the 
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to enter the New Era. The claim would thus be that 
it was precisely this necessity to find such a tool that 
propelled both Brand’s editorial adventure and WAF 
commentators. If a New Age perspective was to recover 
a natural lifestyle through the constitution of the com-
mons and some sort of neo-primitivism, the new forms 
of recovery and adjustment were, in the end, hopeless 
because there can be no hope for a new temporal cour-
se. WAF users lament their eternal condition as young 
adults from a sidereal distance of a blocked temporal 
plane, continually reproduced in time. The crystalliza-
tion of the passions within the comments and their ap-
parently indelible nature are the melancholic simulacra 
of a new era that could not be born. So the subject 
could not but lament a loss that never happened, as the 
concept of melancholy need not to demand anything 
but to self-define. 

A form of exotic desire emerges, comparable to 
classic European romanticism, describing an exotic el-
sewhere as a locus in which to build a place for melan-
choly and for this loss of a “never-owned something.” 
At the same time, this sense of loss for a missed chance 
is given by the awareness that the internet and the age 
of total connectivity could have flourished in very diffe-
rent ways from the corporate ones we are now used to, 
that the web could indeed have been something else. 
The possibility of digital connection to resources and 
to other individuals has strengthened—rather than we-
akened—the sense of existence of a constituted order, 
despite the fact that this order has turned into dust and 

counterculture to the normal capitalist realm via the 
mediation of Silicon Valley. Californian Ideology was 
itself responsible for the standardization of the infor-
matics protocols that are shaping our contemporary 
experience as well as our daily relationship to the info-
sphere. Indeed, if today’s internet is made the way it is, 
the Cupertino’s Boys are to be blamed. 

When looking at the “Frontier Thesis,” the re-
ason why counterculture and New Age were born 
in California is clear. Frederick Jackson Turner’s  
“Frontier Thesis” poses the existence of a multitude 
of Western frontiers as fundamental to the develop-
ment of American democracy. Turner considered how 
the presence of the first American settlers, living in 
the East coast, was initially influenced by a European 
lifestyle, one that was later modified by the new envi-
ronmental challenges they had to confront. These ope-
rators of transformation were increasingly brought to 
the fore as the East coast vanished in favor of internal 
land colonization in North America. Thus the essential 
meaning of the Frontier Thesis was that “the more you 
go West the more American you are.” 

As American culture savagely moved toward 
California, it had to produce New Age in order to 
overcome the geological stall of not having any more 
Western terrains to conquer and instead letting the exo-
tic and cosmic to pervade the Californian imaginary. 

The Whole Earth Catalog’s subtitle was Access to 
Tools. In fact, its goal was to construct a catalog of 
technologies and practices, a sort of survival manual 
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an imaginary elsewhere by symbolically practicing its 
requiem within a space where to express that which 
they have lost and remember when they were young. 
It is no coincidence that the collective poetical exercise 
practiced below WAF video focuses on memories of a 
childhood when the internet was not yet there, a me-
lancholic phantasmagoria in which technology arrives 
only in distorted modalities.

•

In this order, it is also important to mention the Library 
of the Printed Web, an open-ended curatorial project 
founded by Paul Soulellis, the aim of which was to con-
stitute an “archive of archives” to trigger matters and 
problematics of copyright, privacy, and illegal appro-
priation related to the web. 

This was an impossible, paradoxical attempt to re-
discover an “outside of the internet outside of the mar-
ket.” This disappearance of an outside, of the unknown 
and of the desire to regain neutral, smooth spaces, far 
from capital, is manifested by the growing interest in 
the deep web: that is to say the desire for a subcon-
scious, for a secret place to hide, an elsewhere where 
identity and capital cannot enter. 

WAF’s fortune is a sign of the users’ rising necessi-
ty to prevent the feeling to be a product of the web’s 
“gratuitousness” and inexhaustible availability; the 
refusal to believe that their virtual existence would 
have value only when satisfying market requirements. 

lost its physiological centrality. The normalization that 
was imposed on internet protocols in its early history 
manufactured a vocation toward an “external” located 
in an undefined and unreachable elsewhere. The spa-
ces we talked about becomes thus a tropical porthole 
from which we can look at the internet in the way it 
might have been but never was. 

The blockage of internet’s cultural possibilities 
averted the social message that new forms of connecti-
vity might otherwise have had. By comparison we mi-
ght say that, as the Restoration caused the romantics to 
lose their hope for a new exotic future, the normaliza-
tion of the internet browsing and communication con-
ditions has allowed—after an initial enthusiasm—the 
birth of what I call “Net Spleen.” New Age could count 
on some galloping positivism because the political, 
social and economic conditions seemed to prepare a 
new historical course. The progressive closure of the 
horizon of the possible and the desirable, and the inca-
pacity to conceive of new technological instruments as 
something that concerns us directly constitute the last 
stage of media and the corporatization of media pro-
duction, the definitive negation of the access to tools 
as imagined in Whole Earth. 

A chance for open access to the web is what the 
Lost Boys were claiming since the moment in which 
the principle of interchange and decentralization of the 
productive sectors fueled the idea that the present—
thus the future—was always being made elsewhere. 
From down there, the internet’s Lost Boys claimed 
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a—modulation of neoliberal society’s principles, one 
that is not even original, is responsible for sadness 
being a significant influence on our online life.

To a certain extent, we might say that the recent and 
growing interest for “exotic” sonorities “coming from 
afar” is due to the definitive exhaustion of a specific ne-
oliberal musical language. From this point of view, the 
Frontier Thesis seems to underline the issue of consu-
mption and commodity. This consumption of the past 
(as well as the consumption of the “futurable”) is the 
transcendence of consumption itself towards alternati-
ve forms of cultural production, one that occurs when 
consumption has exhausted the geological limit of pop 
culture and deterritorializes elsewhere. 

In line with this thesis, it is interesting to notice 
how, in the case of WAF, the market is strictly ousted 
and marginalized. Other “twin” records have been less 
fortunate. Plantasia by Mort Garson was re-issued in 
2017, as was Through The Looking Glass by Midori 
Takada and Scenery by Ryo Fukui. Some of these pearls 
have undergone a rediscovery and been put back into 
the market, yet WAF persists in remaining relatively un-
polluted by capital. 

The impression that life is elsewhere and that me-
lancholy could be a resource opposes that enthusia-
stic dream of a human and global unity that American 
counterculture promoted. This is due to the percep-
tion of an intrinsic agonism of a social mechanism that 
largely reproduces itself within a network that still 
claims to be “democratic.”

This delusional image of the web that, rather 
than resetting distance and redistributing global in-
terconnection resources and benefits, withdraws to 
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The algorithm lead us here. We wrote, then we went
back to write. Sometimes. And once again. We drafted
a fold of our synesthesia: our laughter and collective 
crying—no impression.

 LOL :(

I was looking for something to fall asleep with. Drowned
in a state of semi-sleep—music—awake as a moth, staring
at the laptop’s blue light, that casted my double on the wall. 
Our comfort zone, we furnished it with useless household 
appliances. Not much to do with those. Paper turns yellow, 
plastic does too, in a way that feels more reassuring. Objects 
do have a soul. Yet, we assume, electronic supplies might 
have one too. 

 Let’s pretend I am a moth?
 What if you are a moth too?


